We present experimental results of -atomic and -molecular processes induced by negative muons in pure helium and helium-deuterium mixtures. The experiment was performed at the Paul Scherrer Institute ͑Swit-zerland͒. We measured relative intensities of muonic x-ray K series transitions in ͑ 3,4 He͒ * atoms in pure helium as well as in helium-deuterium mixtures. The d 3 He radiative decay probabilities for two different helium densities in D 2 + 3 He mixture were also determined. Finally, the q 1s He probability for a d atom formed in an excited state to reach the ground state was measured and compared with theoretical calculations using a simple cascade model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The experimental study of atomic and molecular processes induced by negative muons captured in hydrogen and helium provides a test of many-body calculations ͓1͔ comprising different methods of atomic, molecular, and nuclear physics. In spite of about 50 years of experimental ͓2-6͔ and theoretical ͓7-11͔ studies for processes occurring in helium and deuterium, as well as helium-deuterium mixtures, there still exist some open questions. The most important are direct atomic muon capture in H-He mixtures ͑H =H 2 ,D 2 ,T 2 and He= 3 He, 4 He͒, initial population of h ͑h = p , d , t͒ and He excited states for various deexcitation processes of muonic atoms ͑e.g., Stark mixing, Auger and Coulomb deexcitation processes ͓12-16͔͒, muon transfer between excited states of h and He ͓16-20͔, the probability q 1s to reach the h ground state in a H-He mixture ͓16,17,20-23͔, and groundstate muon transfer from h to helium via the intermediate 2p molecular state hHe ͓24-28͔ and the subsequent decay to the unbound 1s state ͓2, 20,22,29,30͔. In the case of a deuterium-helium mixture, the ͑dHe͒ * molecule, created in d + He collisions, has three possible decay channels: Here, ␥ is the ͑dHe͒ * molecular decay channel for the 6.85 keV ␥-ray emission, e for the Auger decay, and p for the break-up process. The ͑dHe͒ molecule is formed, with a rate dHe , in either a J = 0 or a J = 1 rotational state ͑J denotes the total angular momentum of the three particles͒. The J = 1 state is mostly populated at slow d-He collisions. The J =1→ J = 0 deexcitation due to inner or external Auger transition is also possible ͓31-33͔. In principle, it competes with the decay processes of Eq. ͑1a͒, and can be followed by another decay due to nuclear deuterium-helium fusion from the J = 0 state ͓34,35͔.
In this paper we present experimental results for fundamental characteristics of -atomic ͑MA͒ and -molecular ͑MM͒ processes in a D 2 + 3 He mixture, namely, the muon atomic capture ratio, the q 1s He probability, the radiative branching ratio for the radiative decay of the ͑d 3 He͒ * molecule ͑1a͒, and delayed Lyman series transitions in He atoms for two different target densities and at nearly constant helium concentrations. Results for relative intensities of He K series transitions in pure 3, 4 He and D 2 + 3 He for different target densities are also presented.
II. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
A study of MA and MM processes mentioned above requires the simultaneous use of miscellaneous detectors appropriate for the detection of the muon beam, the muonic x rays of h and He atoms ͑formed in the target due to direct muon capture by the correspondent nuclei or due to muon transfer from hydrogen to helium͒, products of nuclear reactions occurring in h -He complexes, and muon decay electrons. Detection of the latter is necessary not only for yield normalization but also for background reduction. This was realized by requesting that the muon survives atomic and molecular processes. Thus, muon decay electrons were de-*Electronic address: bystvm@nusun.jinr.ru tected within a certain time interval after the principal particle detection. For a precise measurement of the characteristics of MA and MM processes the detection system and the associated electronics should have high energy and time resolutions.
The experiment was performed at the Paul Scherrer Institute ͑PSI͒ at the E4 muon channel. It is described in detail in Refs. ͓36-38͔. A schematic muon view of the setup is given in Fig. 1 .
The experimental setup was designed and developed to study nuclear reactions in charge asymmetric muonic molecules such as ͑d 3 He͒ ͓34,35,37,39-44͔:
Charged reaction products were detected by three silicon telescopes located directly in front of the kapton windows but still within the cooled vacuum environment ͑Si UP , Si RI , and Si DO ͒. Muon decay electrons were detected by four pairs of plastic scintillators ͑E LE , E UP , E RI , E DO ͒ placed around the target. The cryogenic target body was made of pure aluminium and had different kapton windows in order to detect in particular the ϳ34 MeV/ c momentum muon beam, the 6.85 keV ␥ rays emitted via the radiative decay given in Eq. ͑1a͒, and the x-ray Lyman series transitions from the He deexcitation ͑K␣ at 8.2 keV, K␤ at 9.6 keV, and K␥ at 10.2 keV͒. The 0.17 cm 3 germanium detector ͑Ge s ͒ used for the ␥-and x-ray detection was placed just behind a 55-m-thick kapton window.
The experiment includes four groups of measurements as depicted in Table I 
III. MEASUREMENT METHOD
The atomic and molecular processes which occur when muons stop in a D 2 + 3 He mixture are explained in detail in Ref. ͓38͔ . Figure 2 schematically presents the essential characteristics of those processes. One distinguishes between prompt and delayed processes. Events occurring within ±0.03 s relative to the muon stop time are called prompt events. The other processes are called delayed ones.
In particular, the prompt processes are the slowing down of muons entering a target to velocities enabling an atomic capture into the excited states of h or He, with a characteristic moderation time t mod Ͻ 10 −9 s for target densities Ͼ 10 −3 ͓7,45-48͔, the formation of excited muonic atoms ͑h͒ * , ͑He͒ * , t form ϳ 10 −11 s ͓14͔, the cascade transitions in ͑h͒ * and ͑He͒ * muonic atoms t casc ϳ 10 −11 s ͓49͔, the muon transfer from exited states of ͑h͒ * to helium ͑occur-ring in D 2 + 3 He mixtures͒, t ഛ 10 −10 s ͓17,19,20,22͔. The delayed processes are the ground-state muon transfer from muonic deuterium to helium ͓22,28͔ and the formation of excited ͑d 3 He͒ * molecules ͑with the subsequent prompt decay after about 10 −11 s ͓29,30͔͒.
A. Pure helium
One of the main characteristics of MA processes occurring in pure helium are absolute and relative intensities of muonic K series x-ray transitions in ͑He͒ * atoms. Their knowledge provides important information about the excited state initial population of the He atoms and the dynamics of He Kx lines, the factors x describe the attenuation of these lines when passing through the gas mixture and kapton windows toward the Ge S detector, and x are the corresponding detection efficiencies. The I ␥ He intensity is the cumulative photon yield of the Lyman series n ജ 4.
In fact, only detection efficiency ratios ͑ x␣ = x / ␣ ͒ are required for the determination of the relative intensities. Therefore Eq. ͑3͒ can be rewritten as 
͑6͒
being the total yield normalized to the detection efficiency ␣ . This fact significantly increases the accuracy of I x He measured in the experiment. The corresponding errors were mainly due to insufficient knowledge of the respective attenuation factors x . However, on the basis of the attenuation coefficient values compiled in Ref. ͓50͔ , we estimated that these factors differ only slightly because the differences between the energies of Kx lines ͓⌬E ␤−␣ = E͑K␤͒ − E͑K␣͒ = 1.51 keV, ⌬E ␥−␣ = E͑K␥͒ − E͑K␣͒ = 2.03 keV͔ are relatively small, and the thickness of all the layers placed before the Ge S detector are small too. In recent experiments, similar assumptions were also used ͑see Refs. ͓20,28͔͒.
The detection efficiencies x are determined using Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒ via
where N stop He is the number of muons stopping in helium, given in Table I . For an accurate determination of the attenuation of the K series transitions we performed Monte Carlo ͑MC͒ calculations taking into account the experimental geometry and all material layers placed between the x-ray emission and the germanium detector. The attenuation factor x for each Kx line includes the x-ray attenuation when passing through the gas target and the chamber kapton window, and through the germanium detector Be window ͑see also A significant reduction of the germanium detector background was achieved by using delayed coincidences between x-rays and electrons. This method is called the "del-e" crite- , ͑11͒
where N x-e He are the number of events in pure helium detected by the germanium detector in coincidence with muon decay electrons within a fixed time interval ⌬t = t e − t ␥ , with t ␥ and t e the time of a detected events in the germanium and decay electron counters, respectively. Both times are measured relative to the muon stop time t =0. e is the detection efficiency of muon decay electrons and the time factor
͑12͒
is the probability that a muon decays in the ground state of He during the time interval ⌬t.
It should be noted, that the coefficient e f t is not required as an absolute number for the determination of the intensities I x-e He as it enters the numerator and denominator of Eq. ͑10͒ in the same manner. However, it is needed for the D 2 + 3 He analysis. The quantity e f t is determined by comparing Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑10͒ yielding
Another interesting problem is the study of He atoms in excited metastable 2s states. One can expect, according to Refs. ͓55-58͔, that the ͑He͒ 2s atom population varies between 5 and 7% under our experimental conditions for runs I and II. The two possible channels for 2s → 1s deexcitation are two-photon transition with a rate 2␥ ϳ 1.06ϫ 10 5 s −1 ͓59,60͔ and Stark 2s → 2p → 1s deexcitation ͓55-57͔ induced by collisions of ͑He͒ 2s atoms with the surrounding atoms or molecules. The corresponding rate for the experimental conditions of runs I and II is ϳ 2.2ϫ 10 7 s −1 . If the time of Stark 2s → 2p → 1s deexcitation is shorter than the resolution time of the germanium detector, the corresponding K␣ transition would be experimentally classified as a prompt event. Otherwise, it would be possible to extract an upper bound for the rates of Stark induced transitions.
B. D 2 + 3 He mixtures
In a D 2 + 3 He mixture one observes Kx lines arising from the deexcitation of He atoms formed not only due to direct muon capture by helium nuclei ͑as in pure helium͒ but also due to muon transfer from muonic deuterium to helium. Because the d atom deexcitation time is of the order 10 −11 s ͑under our experimental conditions͒ the corresponding emission of K series transitions occurs practically immediately after a muon stop in the mixture and can be classified as a prompt event. Muons are captured by D 2 and 3 He according to the capture law ͓2͔. The corresponding relative probability has the following form ͓21,61-64͔:
where c = c He / c D is the ratio of atomic concentrations of helium to deuterium, c He and c D are the relative atomic helium and deuterium concentrations in the D 2 + 3 He mixture, A is the muon atomic capture ratio
with A He and A D the muon capture probability per one helium and deuterium atom, respectively. We used the averaged value A = ͑1.7± 0.2͒ ͓2,21,61-67͔ for the analysis of our measurements. Information about the probability q 1s
He , that an excited ͑d͒ * atom reaches its ground state when the muon also has the possibility of transferring directly from an excited state to a heavier nucleus ͑in our case helium͒ is of unquestionable importance for understanding kinetics in muon catalyzed fusion ͑CF͒. A method for determining the characteristics of MA processes in the D 2 + 3 He mixture is presented in the following subsections.
The q 1s
He probability
Prompt Lyman series transitions in He atoms are observed in a D 2 + 3 He mixture. As mentioned previously, they originate from direct muon capture by deexcitation of ͑He͒ * atoms or by muon transfer from excited muonic deuterium to helium. However, the relative intensities of K series transitions measured in a D 2 + 3 He mixture differ from the ones in pure helium because effective reaction rates of He deexcitation processes depend on the target conditions. q 1s He represents the ͑d͒ * atom probability to reach the ground state in a D 2 + 3 He mixture and is defined as
where n d * is the number of d atoms created in the excited state due to direct muon capture in deuterium atoms and n d 1s is the number of the d atoms which reach the ground state during the cascade. The number of d atoms created in the excited state can be written as
where N stop D/He represents the number of muon stops in the D 2 + 3 He gas mixture. Isolating n d 1s in Eq. ͑18͒ and using Eqs. ͑17͒ and ͑20͒, we obtain the q 1s He probability as
In the case of detecting events by the germanium detector in coincidence with muon decay electrons, the total yield Y tot D/He in Eq. ͑21͒ has to be replaced by
. ͑22͒
Radiative molecular peak
The delayed muonic x-rays are generated by two different mechanisms initiated by d atoms in their ground state. The first mechanism described in this section is simply molecular muon transfer, specifically Eq. ͑1a͒ accompanied by a 6.85 keV ␥ ray. Experimental molecular muon transfer from muonic deuterium to helium d 3 He is presented in detail in many papers, in particular in Refs. ͓31,38͔ together with the corresponding reaction rates. The radiative decay rate of the d 3 He complex Eq. ͑1a͒ can be measured as follows. The time distribution of the ␥ rays ͑relative to the muon stop time͒ decreases experimentally with the disappearance rate of the muonic deuterium ground state d ,
with A d the amplitude and
He is the molecular formation rate for the d 3 He molecule and 0 = 0.455ϫ 10 6 s −1 is the free muon decay rate. dd is the effective dd molecule formation rate, ␤ the relative probability of nuclear fusion in dd with neutron production in the final channel, and d is the muon sticking probability to helium produced in nuclear
The probability of the radiative decay of the D 3 He system ͑corresponding to the 2p → 1s transition͒ is defined by
where ␥ , p , and e are the reaction rates for the d 3 He molecular decay according to the three channels ͑1a͒-͑1c͒, respectively, also shown in Fig. 2 
is the ␥-ray detection time factor and 6.85 is the 6.85 keV ␥-ray attenuation factor. For the ␥ rays detected with the dele criterion, a corresponding N ␥ 
Delayed K series transitions from muonic helium
As previously said, the delayed muonic x rays are generated by two different mechanisms initiated from the ground state d atoms. The second one discussed here starts with the dd formation, due to collision of a ͑d͒ 1s atom with a D 2 molecule, subsequently followed by nuclear d-d fusion. Muons freed after fusion form excited muonic helium atoms due to direct muon capture by helium or due to muon capture by deuterium and subsequent muon transfer to helium. Then the delayed x rays of muonic helium K series transitions are observed.
The time distribution is also determined by d . In addition, the relative intensities I x,del ͑or I x-e,del ͒ of the delayed K series transitions are assumed to be the same as those of the prompt radiation of Kx lines. It is worthwhile to note that the measurement of the corresponding absolute intensities enabled us to determine the third component of d in Eq. ͑24͒ and, consequently, to extract the effective formation rate of the dd molecule in the D 2 + 3 He mixture using the coefficients W D , q 1s
He ͑also obtained in this paper͒ and average values for ␤ and d ͑taken from Refs. ͓68-70͔͒.
IV. ANALYSIS A. Relative intensities of K series transitions
To obtain the relative intensities of muonic x-ray K series transitions of 3 He and 4 He atoms in helium targets, we analyzed the corresponding energy and time distributions detected by the germanium detector in runs I and II. As seen, the del-e criterion significantly suppressed the background level and improved the signal-to-background ratio.
As already mentioned before, events detected within a time interval t ␥ = ͓͑−0.03͒ − ͑+0.03͔͒ s relative to muon stops were classified as prompt ones. The prompt Kx lines events N x
He
, N x-e He were determined by fitting the experimental amplitude distributions by a Gaussian distribution
where Ē x is the mean value of the corresponding Kx line energy, x the standard deviation for the Kx line and A x the normalization constant. The germanium detector background is taken into account by a straight line, with S and O being the constants. Results obtained in measurements I and II are presented in Tables II and III . The agreement with other experiments ͓20,22͔ as well as with the theoretical prediction ͓9͔ is very good. Statistical errors are quoted in parentheses throughout the whole text. The analysis performed for both mixtures is similar. The prompt intensities are measured within the same time interval as for the pure helium runs, both with and without the delayed electron coincidence condition. The results, given in Table IV One of the main aim of runs III and IV was a measurement of the q 1s He probability. In order to determine this quantity it was necessary to know ͓according to Eqs. ͑16͒-͑21͔͒ the muon atomic capture ratio A, the prompt K series transition yields of 3 He atoms in pure 3 He and in D 2 + 3 He mixtures N x He and N x D/He and the number of muon stops in pure 3 He and in D 2 + 3 He mixtures N stop . Significant background reduction was achieved by using the del-e criterion. The results are presented in Table VI . Note the excellent agreement between full statistics and del-e analysis. Figure 5 shows the energy dependence of the theoretical q 1s
He values vs d + 3 He collision energy calculated for runs III and IV in the framework of the simple ͑d͒ * cascade model ͓16,17,72͔ and their comparison with experiment. The model assumes that the kinetic energy of ͑d͒ * atoms remains unchanged during deexcitation. The q 1s He value is determined from deexcitation and muon transfer to helium. The complicated interplay between these two processes is described by a system of linear first-order differential equations for level populations N nl ͑t͒, with n ഛ 12. The q 1s
He is defined as
The deexcitation scheme is taken from Ref. ͓17͔ and the corresponding reaction rates are collected in Refs. ͓16,17͔. As seen from Fig. 5 , the experimental values of q 1s He coincide with the theoretical ones for an average d-He collision energy of around 8 eV. Note the pronounced difference between the experimental values of q 1s
He and the theoretical ones corresponding to fully thermalized d atoms. However, more refined theoretical calculations of q 1s
He based on Monte Carlo simulations of acceleration of d atoms due to deexcitation processes and muon transfer to helium as well as thermalisation due to elastic collisions are required to arrive at definite conclusions. It should also be noted that experimental results presented in this paper agree with earlier ones ͑see Ref. ͓73͔͒. On the other hand, an analogous comparison with results presented in Refs. ͓20-22,62͔ is not possible due to significantly different helium concentrations and densities.
C. Radiative branching ratio dHe
The experimental method to determine the d 3 He radiative decay branching ratio dHe is described in Sec. III B 2. Energy and time distributions of prompt and delayed events detected in runs III and IV with muon decay electrons coincidences are presented in Figs. 6-8.
To determine the d and d 3 He rates ͓see Eq. ͑24͔͒ the ␥-ray time distributions were fitted within an energy range 5.74− 7.50 keV using the expression
where A d ␥ , A Au ␥ , and A Al ␥ are the normalization constants of the different target elements. D ␥ and F ␥ are the constants describing the germanium background.
The results of runs III and IV for the ground state disappearance rate of muonic deuterium and the molecular formation rate d 3 He, using Eq. ͑24͒, are shown in In the second mechanism ͓34͔, the J =1→ J = 0 transition involves a number of molecular processes. However, the corresponding transition rate is essentially determined by a formation of molecular cluster Because the effective transition rate 10 is model dependent, the ratio 10 / dec 1 may allow us to check the validity of both models. A proposal for a corresponding experiment was presented in Refs. ͓43,44͔. It exploits the J dependence of the probability for the radiative d 3 He decay ratio dHe . An unequivocal identification of the J =1→ J = 0 transition mechanism should be possible by measuring the 6.85 keV ␥-ray yields for a series of different densities of D 2 + ͓34͔. All density dependent rates are normalized to LHD. As can be seen from Fig. 9 , our experimental values of dHe are in better agreement with the theoretical results corresponding to the first mechanism as described in Czapliński et al. ͓31-33͔. More refined calculations of the J =1→ J =0 transition including realistic ͑D−d 3 He͒ 0,͑+ or 2+͒ interaction potentials have, however, to be performed before definite conclusions can be drawn. Calculations in Refs. ͓32,33͔ go in this sense but within the framework of a semiclassical treatment. Such a treatment seems rather problematic considering the collision energies in such a system. More accurate, i.e., purely quantum mechanical calculations are now in progress.
D. Delayed K series transitions of He atoms
The relative intensities I del,x and I del,x-e of delayed He K series transitions were determined by measuring the N del,x events during a time interval t ␥ after the muon stop ͑see Table IX͒ . The corresponding relative intensities were obtained from the ratios
Our results should, in principle, coincide with the prompt intensities of K series transitions if we assume that the en- ergy distribution of the incoming muon as well as the primary He atom excited states distribution due to direct muon capture are the same as the corresponding ones for muons freed after the d-d fusion. The observed prompt relative intensities of the corresponding K series transitions ͑see Table III͒ are, however, different from the delayed ones indicating that the above conditions are probably not fulfilled.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The measured relative intensities of muonic K x rays in 3 He and 4 He atoms ͑see Tables III and V͒ He muon capture or due to muon transfer from deuterium to helium, after the muons were freed after d-d fusion, were also measured. They differ from the prompt relative intensities, probably due to a different primary distribution of excited states.
In conclusion, we were able to measure various interesting characteristics of muonic atom ͑MA͒ and muonic molecule ͑MM͒ processes occurring in pure helium and in D 2 + 3 He mixtures with good accuracy. This was possible by exploiting different germanium detectors for ␥-ray detection in a wide energy range ͓3 keV− 10 MeV͔, silicon Si͑dE − E͒ telescopes for the detection of charged particles coming from nuclear fusion or nuclear muon capture by 3 He and muon decay electron detectors. The self-consistent methods increased the reliability of the presented results. Further measurements of quantities such as the q 1s He probability and the dHe branching ratio in a wider range of target densities and helium concentrations should significantly improve the accuracy of the corresponding values and clarify the complicated picture of muonic processes occurring in deuterium-helium targets. 
